
spider 27.14 

The most reliable, 
compact and 
flexible 27m Spider
• Only 89cm wide to pass   
 through a single door

• Automatic stabilization

• Automatic stow function

• Multi-function operation

SIMPLIFIED MAINTENANCE

• Easy access to maintenance  
 compartments

• On-board diagnostics

tracked access platform

www.promaxaccess.com01226 716657

tracked access platform



spider 27.14 
Best performances
1. Dual sigma type riser, with 
teleboom and fly jib

- 10m ‘Up & Over’ working.

- Pantograph design allows   
 parallel working, keeping a  
 constant distance from the   
 work place 

- Unrestricted 27m working   
 height

4. Enjoy the experience of 
easy controls

- Proportional, smooth and   
 precise movements

-  Automatic & proportional   
 side outreach that allows   
 the users to enjoy stability,   
 reliability and full control of   
 the spider

- Radio remote control, with   
 a selector fast/slow for   
 drive, automatic stow   
 button, standard    
 automatic stabilization and  
 self-diagnostic. The system   
 is also supplied with a cable

3. Attention to detail

- Compact design & highest   
 quality components ensure  
 machine is strong & reliable

-  Air & Water & 220/110 Vac   
 outlets into the cage

- Cranked outrigger design   
 for increased ground   
 clearance

- Fully protected by metal   
 covers

5. Multi-width stabilizer 
setting

-  Asymetric stability system   
 to enable free positioning  
 of the leg independently   
 and monitoring of the side   
 outreach

- 400 deg of rotation   
 available with 230kg in   
 the basket

6. Hydraulic track widening system

- Wide tracks 1290 mm for extreme  
 stability while tracking

- Excellent versatility through  
 narrow doorways and passages,  
 with 890mm width when tracks  
 are in narrow set-up

-  Two speed tracking up to 2,00  
 Km/h

-  two speed track ideal for better  
 mobility when battery powered

2. Remote diagnostics and 
fleet managment (Option)

The remote diagnostics offer a 
range of unique benefits, 
including immediate 
communication of information 
so you can make decisions in 
real-time.

-  Proactive diagnostic and   
 repair planning assistance  
 with detailed analysis of   
 critical fault codes, and   
 updates of the software

-  In addition, the GPS locator  
 allows you to know exactly  
 where the spider is

7. Automatic & Proportional 
Outreach side Control

-  The safety system   
 automatically reduces the  
 outreach by constantly   
 monitoring the weight in   
 the cage

-  The automatic outreach   
 allows use up to the   
 maximum height with a   
 230 kg lifting capacity

8. Quick detach  and  
inter-changeable cage

- Aluminium basket 1,8m   
 wide, easily detachable.

-  Basket rotation 86°+86°   
 deg

-  Electric system to check   
 whether the basket is   
 properly fitted to enable   
 lifting movements. (new   
 EU standards)
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Overall dimensions Working envelope

Operations
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Promax Access Ltd
Unit 8,  Acorn Phase 3, High Street, Grimethorpe, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S72 7BD

Telephone: 01226 716657  •  Email: sales@promaxaccess.com  •  www.promaxaccess.com


